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Abstract:
Violence bas been identifled as a global health problem by the World Health Organization. Weapons, particularly
firearms, play a significant role iu fueling that problem, accounting for more than 500,000 deaths each year. Based
on a review of the literature and available enipirical data on firearmns mortality and morbidity, this paper will
describe the effects of arms availability on health as well as on individual security, human rights, and economic
growtch. It will also examine the links between access te firearms and these effects in a variety of contexts. The
paper will also examine the sources of weapons supply and the ways ini which recent changes in the global
manufacture, supply and marketing of firearnis have exacerbated the problem.L Finally, it will review the elements
of a global strategy to reduce these effeots.

1. INTRODUCTION

Violence has been identified as a pandemic by the World Health Organization (1). Weapons, and particularly
firearnis, play a significant role lu violence ini coumtries which are engaged lu military conflicts (2) as well as
countries which are considered peaceflil. (3) Although the surveillence data is uneven at best, the total mortality
fromn firearnis is believed to exceed 500,000 deaths per year worldwide (sec appendix 1). (4) Qne of the most
striking themnes to emerge from recent explorations of the health effects of weapons, whether in the context of peace
or conflict, or developing or developed societies, is that increased arras availability fuels and sustains violence. As
Robin Coupland, a surgeon with the International Conizittee of the Red Cross wrote:

Weapons are bad for people's health... Yet health professionals have been slow to recognize that
the effecta of weapons are, by design, a health issue, and moreover constitute a global epidemic
mostly affecting civilians. (5)
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hunian effects . Little effort has been made to integrate this research or to examine the implications of the research
or a global strategy for intervention.

This paper builds on published empirical data, a review of literature published to September 1999 and electroically
indexed on Medline and other electronic databases coupled with the reports and recommendations of a number of
meetings involving non-goverruental organizations and goveruments.

3. FIREABMS AND SMIALL ARMS: A GLOBAL PROBLEM

3.1. Mortality and Morbidity

While data collection on firearnis death and injury is incomplete, data regarding armed conflicts is even more
fragmented. (5) Moreover, the deaths in armed conflicts are flot typically differentiated according to the instrument
of death as they are i other contexts. A recent study claimed that ini most conflicts underway, light weapons
(handguns, rifles, shotguns, mortars and other small amis) are a significant cause of both civilian and combatant
deaths. Often the data regarding these deaths is less detailed in tenus of the profile of victims. Nevertheless, a large
percentage are civilians, conservatively estimated by the International Coinmittee of the Red Cross at more than
35%. (2) (26)

It bas been estimated that 3 million people have been killed with small arms in conflict over the pust 10 years, about
300,000 per year.(27) What is less well-known is that a comparable number, 200,000 per year, are killed with
fireanins in mnurder, suicide and "accidents", and the death rate in industrialized countries - in "peace" - is also high
(5). Many of these deaths are preventable.(17) Ini some contexts, for every death there are additional injuries
requiring hospitalization. lIn Brazil, for example there are almost 10 tumes as many reported firearrn injuries as
fatalities while in Canada the reported mortality and injury rates are roughly equivalent.(l0) This May be related to
the context in which the death and injury occurs: in Brazil homicide is the principal problern while in Canada it is
suicide. Fatality rates for suicide with fireannis tend to be higher than for attenipted homicide. Levels of firearmns
ownership and death rates also vary signiflcantly. However, where other factors remain constant, the level of
firearnis death tends to vary with levels of firearms ownership in high income and industrialized countries. (12) (13)
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The costs among vuinerable populations are particularly high lu both industrialized and developmng contexts.
Womeu are seldoni usera of firearms but are often victims both in the context of war and in domestie violence. Guns
figure prominently lu the cycle of violence against wornen and children whether iu Canada, Australia or South
Aftica.(3l)(32) (33) (34) The patterus of weapons use in dornestlc violence are rernarkably consistent across many
cultures, In rnany developed counitries, firearnis are a leading cause of mortality among children and youth (l11)
and these groups represent a large percentage of the victinis of conflict (35), both as combatants and casualties. (36)
A number of studies have revealed that the poor are more likely to be victinis of violence. (37)

3.4. SmalIf.Firearm Violence and Humaii Rights and Governance

The reinstatement: of social and political institutions lu a post conflict scenario is a difficuit: process and the
reconstruction of social institutions, specifically the implementation of a crimnal justice aud law enforcement's
structure, is essential to sustaluable peace.(38) The continued availability of weapons often produces other lasting
consequences such as the breakdown of civil order and drarnatic lucreases lu lawlessness, banditry sud illicit dnig
trafficking. Suinîl amis can change the balance of power and niay raise the level of violence. Even if lu the short
terni their use is for seif-defense the long terni effect rnay be to lliit if not negate other ways of addressing conflict
resolution by peaceful means.(39) I Central Arnerica, for example, the UN has been very successful lu
peacekeeping lu the area but the prolifération of light weapons presents challenges to long terni stability and
reconciliation. (2 1) Crimlual violence lu South Africa has been defmned as "the greatest threat to humnan rights"
faciug the young democracy.(40)

3.5. Firearni Violence and Sustainable Developinent

~o nltfnpttlVicrnn,,rturn effertç âre measured flot lust lu ternis of mortalitv and morbiditv flaures but
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Other secondary effects include problems related to the blood supply. Not only are blood availability and
transfusion key issues in developing countries, but emergency responses to large scale violence often do flot
acconimodate careful testing for HIV and resuit in additional problerns. (41) (5)

Finally, the prolifération of weapons and the production of those weapons and animunition have been linked to a
wide range of environmental and health impacts.(46)

3.6. Diversion and Disruption of Health Care Resources

Violence has been identified as a major irnpediment to the provision of basic healtli care as well as diverting
resources froni other health and social services, In South Africa, scarce hospital resources are absorbed i dealing
with violence and health care personnel are increasingly thernselves the target of violence. Even hospital wards are
flot safe.(47) I the US the number of deaths and attendant costs are estimated to, be $495 (US) per resident
compared to only $195 per resident i Canada . Treating firearnis injuries absorbed considerable emnergency roomn
resources. (15)

Many field personnel bave observed that more injured victinis die durmng transport than at the treatinent facilities.
The medical transportation infrastructure cannot carry the burden created by increased arms prolifération. The
widespread availability of small armis aznong mulitary, mulitia, crhninal elements, youth gangs, and others formerly
unarmed is contributing to the limnited availability of local personnel who are trained i first aid and wartime
surgery.

3.7. Firearms and the Global Culture of Violence

The "culture of violence" is both a cause and an effect of sumill arms and light weapons availability. A culture of
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The public health perspective begins by an analysis of the problem to identity the causal links in the chain of events
that lead tc> an injury and breaking them at their weakest point. (52) (53) While a focus on root causes is undeniably
important, public health also requires that we focus on the vector/vehicle of injury, here the instrument - the
weapon. While firearms do flot in themselves always cause violence, regardless of the context - crime, conflict,
dornestic assault, suicide - they increase its severity, the number of victims and the potential for children to become
killers. T1hey also undermine long tern efforts to build civil society by fiieling internai arms races, wliether in war
zones or inner cities.

In controlling an illness (malaria) or injury (gunshot wound), we can take preventative action against the agent (the
parasite in malaria or the force deployed by firing a gun), the vehicle/vector (the mosquito bite in malaria; the gun
or ammunition it uses) and the host (the patient or victini/aggressor). These agents, vehicles and hosts interact in a
particular physical or socio-cultural envsronment,(52) (53) The nature of this enviroument can have an independent
effect on the probability of occurrence or seriousuess of the traumnatie event (and transformn a suicide attempt, an
assault or an "accident" into either a treatable wound or a fatal injury). Public health experience has shown that the
bcst prevention strategies involve breaking the chain of the causes of the occurrence of an injury at the point where
the link in the chain is weakest. (53) Measures that modify the potential vehicle (firearm) or vector (animunition)
ofmijury or the environmient in which they occur have proven more successfual than measures where individuals
must make an effort or than education alone (54) (55). It is generally acknowledged that the effectiveness of
control measures is inversely proportional to the individual effort required to implement them.(56) (53)

Whether we are talking about conflict, domestic violence, "accidental" discharge of a weapon, or the use of a
firearmn while under the influence of alcohol or drugs, what ail these events have in common is access to a firearm.
by a person who makes inappropriate use of it. 'Me firearm is an important focal point in public health strategies for
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Many working on peacebuilding and disarniament argue that the link between violence levels and access to
weapons is self evident.(22) (23) (24) When firearnis are flot removed following conflicts, mortality rates remain
high as interpersonal violence substitutes for war. The proliferation of firearins also leads to an escalation of a
domestic «arms race» where widespread criminality and the breakdown of legal norins. «The prolifération of these
weapons has facilitated an increase in the scale and duration of conflict i many states and i some cases bas miade
the outbreak of armed violence more likely".(64)

4.3. Non-Confiict Contexts

Some researchers maintain that restrictions on firearms have no effect on public safety or may actually reduce safety
by reducing the ability of citizens to protect theniselves. (65) (66) However, the bulk of the refereed research
suggests that there is sufficient evidence to conclude that rates of firearnis death and ijury are linked to access to
firearrns and that measures to reduce or control access are effective. (67)(68) (69) (70) Some research projects
compare homes where firearnns are present to those where they are flot and concluded that the risk of honmicide and
suicide increase dramnatically when guns are present, particularly if they are kept loaded and unlocked. (71) (72)

The link between accessibility to firearnis and death rates bas also been suggested in the international context. One
study which examined the link between gun ownership rates and firearns deaths within Canadian provices, the
United States, England/Wales and Australia concluded that 92% of the variance i death rates was explained by
access to firearnis, i those arcas.(15) Another review of 13 coumtries showed that there was a strong correlation
between gum ownership and homicide rates and suicide rates with no evidence of substitution.(13) Intentional
firearm death rates tend to be associated with firearni ownersbip rates in high income countries. (12) In another
study, based on a standardized survey of victiniization i fifty-four countries, guii ownership was significantly
related to both the level of robberies and Uic level of sexual assauits. The relationship between levels of gum
ownership and threats/assaults with a gun is also strong.(73)

Several studies have focused on comiparing Canada and Uic United States, two countries which are similar in ternis
of language, culture and socio-econoniic conditions. Rates of crime and violence are also comparable but rates of
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while leaving the transportation, storage, banking, and personnel elements of the network intact for private entities
to use.(76) Countries in dire need of foreign excliange ani revenue, while caught in the tense transition te
democracy and free trade, have often facilitated directly or indirectly the transnational movement ofarnins and
annunition.(77)

Individual states efforts to constrain legal access to firearms may be undercut by the inadequacy of controls in

other countries. This has been observed at a regional level in the United States as well as i the illicit flows of
weapons legally purchased i the United States te Canada, Japan and Mexico. It is imotnhowever, to
emphasize, that the evidence to date indicates that regulatory efforts are flot futile as the gmowth in informal or
illegal mresseldorn offsets the declinl legal or formai markets.(78)

At the simplest level, firearnis used in crime, iiijury or conflict, corne from three principal sources:

" legal fireaxins which are misused (by civilians, by states in human rights violations)
" the «gray market» - legal firearniu wbich are scold/stolen illegally (theft/sales from legal owners te «criminals»,

theft/sales from military to civilians/non-state actors)

Bcueof the liks between legal supply and illegal purposes, measures vwhich address the siupply of weapons are

essential. While soine types of weapons figure more promînently i some contexts than others (niilitary hep si

conflicts, hadusin crime, long husi suicide) these vary by region and the boundaries are flot sufcetly

5.2. Rgoal Variations

the types
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In post-conflict areas, weapons may represent one of the few forma ofhbard currency aud flow from. legal sources to
illegal purposes. Governmnent agencies are often major suppliers ini "the gray market". The «gray market» is
defmned as that portion of the illegal gun trade where the state is actually involved as a supplier or where the state
has turned a blind eye to the problem. Often the motivation is partly commercial and partly political. For example,
duriug the Afghanistan conflict, the CIA funneled weapons to Pakistan i order to ensure that it could moumt a
defense against the Soviets.(8 1) 0f firearms shipped through a Pakistan-to-Afgbanistan pipeline duriug the Soviet
invasion, only some 30% reached their mntended destination due to «ieakage.».(30)

lu the context of crime, it is well-uuderstood that legal weapons acquired for legitimnate purposes are often sold or
stolen for illegal or illegitiinate purposes. Many firearmns recovered in crime arouud the world originate in the
United States. The liuk between legai sources of firearmas and illegal purposes is uuderscored by studies of «straw
purchasers» beiug used to buy guns legally i the US where there are few controls of firearms acquisition aud only
three states have «one gun a month» restrictions.(90) Oue of the major problems iu Canada, as iu other countries, is
"leakage" from licit sources to illicit purposes. Another problemr revolves arouud flrearms which are bouglit legally
and then sold illegally. Within Canada the old system created huge opportunities for <deakage» because imports
were flot recorded at time of inmport but at time of sale. lu between the border aud the sale point mauy
"disappeared". Traditioualiy, customs officiais were required to record the value of firearuis shipments rather than
the quautity, type or serial numbers. Firearm theft coutributes to illicit lrafficlciug: for example, approximately
3,000 guns are reported uiissiug, lost or stolen each year i Canada, by defiltion falling into the wroug hauds (91)
sud the figures in other countries are even higher. lu South Africa, for exaniple more than 15,000 firearnis are
reported stolen each year. While much lias been made of the flow of post conflict nuilitary assault weapons into
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acknowledged that they inspect less than one percent of export shipments.(94) The removal of internai trade barriers
i the Enropean Union has aiso reduced the number of check points iilegal shipments must pass through.

The firearnis industry is large and powerful. Lt lias responded to the maturing and decline of traditional markets ini a
variety of ways. Manufacturers are constantly exploring ways to expand civilian markets by targeting specific
market segments sucli as women. Like tobacco companies, there is also evidence that some manufacturers are
targeting youth in order to sustain markets.(75) There are also efforts to grow the miarket for guns by promoting the
notion that increasing firearras ownership increases safety. Certainly there have been parallels drawn between the
gun lobby and the tobacco lobby's efforts to shape the research agenda and toi block any regulatory efforts to
constrain the free market for firearms. (95)

6. TOWARDS A GLOBAL STRATEGY TO PREVENTION THIE MISUSE OF FIREARMS

6.1. Overview

)f information about a
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the role of weapons in the socialization of boys i many cultures (100) (10 1) It has been suggested that the effects of
regulations on firearma are, both direct and indirect because of the important interaction between laws and values:
countries with stricter controls send a signal about the acceptability of violence in the same way legisiation has
been observed to bave long tenu. effeots on other behaviors such as smoking, drunk driving, and drug . (102)

6.4. Controlling The Supply

Those concemned with crime and iinjury prevention as well as those focused on peacebuilding recognize the
importance of addressing the root causes of violence which fuels the demand for firearins. At the saine time, they
stress the importance of controlling access to firearnis and of controlling the supply of firearnis from. manufacture
tbrough sale, possession and transfer. lIn addition, there are efforts in the context of crime prevention, injury
prevention and peacebuilding to remove unneeded firearnis froin circulation. There is also recognition of the
importance of effective iniplementation measures. Some of these include:
- consumer product standards and prohibitions on civilian access to certain types of weapons such as military
assault weapons (103)
- measures to control access by those who are a risk to themselves or others. This includes licensing measures as
well as training and safe storage. (104) (105)
- increased transparency - marking and tracking the manufacture, sales and transfers to reduce illicit trade and
improve accountability (106)
- weapons collection progranis, amnesties and buy backs to removing unwanted aud unneeded firearnis from
circulation. A number of models have been proposed and implemented with varying success.(107) A
comprehensive strategy lias been reconxmended to ensure effective disarniament, demobilization and reintegration.
(108)
- implementation and technical assistance - many of the international agreements are merely words on paper if the
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There is also much complementary and potential synergy between these efforts to promote peace, safety and health.
While ail these groups have particular orientations, coinpetencies and even language, there are opportunities to
improve information sharing and cooperation. This includes building capacity and linkages internationally. These
linkages are needed horizontaily - for exaniple, linking international health, policing and women's organizations -

and at the regional level - for example, amnong local peace building, crime prevention and public health
constituencies.

7. CONCLUSION

There is little doubt that firearms represent a significant burden of mortality and morbitity on an international scale
and that globalization bas fueiled the supply. While strategies to address the probleni must respond to local
conditions and capacity there are many opportunities for international cooperation on research and on measures to
reduce demand and control supply.
To date, however, international health organizations have had limiited. involvernent in the small arms/firearm issue.
For sorne it is a question of "proof'. Even though the weight of scientific evidence would seemn to suggest a link
between access and negative health effect, it is a complex issue. We are remmnded of Austin Bradford Hill

some would prefer te
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